Enhanced induction of anti-tumor immunity in human and mouse by dendritic cells pulsed with recombinant TAT fused human survivin protein.
Survivin (SVV), a member of the inhibitors of apoptosis, has been considered as an ideal tumor-associated antigen due to its broad expression pattern in many types of human malignancies. Here, SVV-specific immune responses were evaluated with dendritic cells (DCs) loaded with a recombinant tatPTD fused SVV (tatSVV) protein both in vitro and in vivo system. The tatPTD fusion allowed for highly efficient and reproducible protein delivery into the DCs even in the presence of a phagocytosis inhibitor. The level of SVV-specific cytotoxic T-cell response appeared to be significantly higher for the T-cell line that was primed with the tatSVV-pulsed DCs, as compared to the T-cell line produced with naked (n)-SVV-pulsed DCs in vitro. Mice that received a xenogeneic tatSVV-pulsed DC vaccine developed a higher immune response than mice vaccinated with the nSVV-pulsed DCs and exhibited prolonged mean survival rate, though mice injected with the DCs alone or the nSVV-pulsed DC also showed anti-tumor effects in the subcutaneous GL26 glioma model. These results suggest that vaccination with DCs pulsed with tatSVV is an effective way for the SVV-targeting cancer vaccine to induce an effective anti-tumor responses.